
Sliding Headstock Type Automatic CNC Lathe

Cincom Evolution Line

“Evolution and Innovation” is the Future
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Citizen’s highly successful A32 CNC 
sliding head lathe has become the 
standard by which others are judged 
for its outstanding performance

Up to 28 tools

Performance with flexibility – can accom-
modate up to 13 live tools

Fast and powerful

High rigidity and up to 45m/min rapid 
feed rate delivers reduced cycle times 
and high productivity

Citizen’s renowned ease of use

Citizen is the machine of choice for fast 
setups and changeovers

Citizen’s unique Cincom Control 
(Streamline Control) cuts non-cutting 
time to a minimum

Citizen’s dynamic software development 
leads the swiss type/sliding head sector

With/without guide bushing

Two models are available – A32VII with 
guide bushing and A32VIIC without guide 
bushing

The A32VIIC brings the benefits of Citizen 
technology to a machine without a guide 
bushing suitable for shorter work pieces. 
These benefits include outstanding produc-
tivity due to the machine’s speed, ease of 
setup and high flexibility.

The machine uses high rigidity spindles de-
veloped with sister company Miyano. The 
A32VIIC includes a thermal displacement 
compensation unit as standard, making it 
possible to automatically apply complex and 
sophisticated thermal compensation.

This unit eliminates warm-up operation and 
is effective after machine stoppage times 
from several minutes to several hours, sav-
ing operator time on dimension checks.

Non-guide bushing 
(A32VIIC) offers 
shortened bar remnants 
to reduce material costs

Cincom Evolution Line from Citizen – available 
with and without guide bushing
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With a 45m/min rapid feed rate this ø32mm machine offers 
exceptional productivity

3-rotary tool for both ends
GSE1710 (option)

Tools for front drilling
4 (ø25.4)

Rotary tools for cross machining
4 (3: ER16, 1: Quill type)

Turning tools on
the gang tool post
6 (5/8”)

Back tool post rotary tools
U151B 4 rotary +1 fixed 
position (option for A32VIIC)

Tools for back drilling
9 (5+4, (ø25.4)

Four tool spindles as standard, one 
replaceable
Four rotary tools for cross machining can be 
mounted in the standard specification. Of 
these, two have a maximum speed of 5,000 
rpm (ER16), one is a 1/2 ratio fixed type with 
a maximum speed of 2,500 rpm (ER16) and 
the remaining one is an interchangeable quill 
type, equipped as standard with GSC1110 
outer diameter milling spindle.

GSE1710 (option): 3 spindle, double-
ended rotary tool holder
GSE1710 (ER16), the 3-rotary tool for both 
ends, can be mounted in the quill type holder 
of the rotary tools for cross machining. This 
makes it possible to perform machining like 
eccentric drilling on front and back end faces.

U151B (standard for A32VII, option for 
A32VIIC): Back tool post rotary tools
5 position unit - 4 rotary and 1 fixed. The 4 
rotary positions accept the GSC1110 milling/
drilling spindle (ER16) or a sleeve adapter to 
suit ø25.4 fixed sleeves. The fixed position 
accepts ø25.4 sleeves. The GSC1110 is the 
same unit as supplied in the quill position 
on gang tool post.

Rotary tools on the gang tool post
MAX: 5,000 rpm (Rating: 4,000 rpm)
*One tool is half speed/double torque

Back Spindle
MAX: 8,000 rpm
Back spindle 1° index (option)
Back spindle C-axis (option)

Front Spindle
A32VII models

320 mm/1 chucking
Max: 8,000 rpm

A32VIIC models
Max: 6,000 rpm
2.5D/1 chucking
Spindle 1° index (standard)
Spindle C-axis (option)

Standard Tool Layout

X2

X1

Y1

Z2

Z1
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Highly rigid spindle and bed

The weight and structure of the highly rigid spindle and bed have been optimized to deliver 
outstanding performance.

Highly rigid spindle with high output 
motor
A strong, highly rigid spindle is adopted for 
high accuracy, low noise and stable, high 
speed operation. The output of the front 
spindle motor is 5.5/7.5 kW and the torque 
in the effective rotational speed range has 
been increased by 45%.

Highly rigid bed
A tubular construction is utilized, assuring 
the same level of rigidity as a monocoque 
construction. The spindle employs a center 
rib construction, providing compactness and 
high rigidity.

Swiveling operation panel
For easier operation the control panel can 
be swiveled to provide enough space for 
changing the front spindle chuck or adjusting 
the guide bushings.
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Strong and powerful for exceptional cutting performance

Large capacity coolant tank
With a generous coolant tank capacity of 220 
liters and a 400 W coolant pump, the A32 is 
capable of prolonged, continuous operation.  
A large chip outlet door is included.

Work piece conveyor (option)
Ideal for unattended operation of medium/
large quantities or for separation of delicate 
parts. Discharge is to the right front of the 
machine.

Hydraulic chuck (A32VIIC model)
The collet chuck mechanism of the NGB 
machine is actuated by a hydraulic cylinder. 
Heavy cutting is assured with strong grip-
ping force of the hydraulic collet chuck and 
by the highly rigid main spindle.

Tooling example for A32VII

Rapid feed rate of 45m/min considerably cuts cycle times and high-speed operation is possible even 
over short travel distances.
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User Friendly Operation

Improved Productivity

On-machine program check function
Using manual handle feed, operations can 
be run in the forward or reverse directions, 
stopped temporarily for editing and then 
restarted. This is an effective aid for smooth 
programming.

Program editing
Easy to understand program editing can 
be performed by switching between the 
synchronized displays for two axis control 
groups, and copying and pasting between 
programs including MDI.

Display of Code List
The function displays the list of G and M 
codes including explanations of the argu-
ments to support programming.

Easy to understand illustrations
In response to the selection of an item, the 
corresponding illustration is displayed on 
the screen so that the operator can eas-
ily recognize the meaning of the selected 
items. The screen shown above displays 
the machining data.

Macro processing time and ladder scanning times are shortened through improved arith-
metic processing capability on a high-speed processor, and idle time is slashed with 
Citizen’s original control system “CINCOM CONTROL.”

Conventional
Machine

A32

Conventional
Machine

A32

Direct C-axis indexing
When indexing the spindle, this function allows the spindle to be 
decelerated and stopped at the required index position by specifying 
this position with a C-axis command while the spindle is rotating, for 
example, to achieve substantial reduction of spindle indexing time.

Axis feed overlap function
The next axis feed is started without waiting for the completion 
of the current axis feed. This control reaches optimum operation 
of the machine by eliminating wasteful idle time and suppressing 
machine vibration.
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Machine Layout

A32VII 

Standard Layout

A32VIIC (NGB)

Standard Layout

C332 bar feeder



Standard accessories
Main spindle chucking unit
Back spindle chucking unit
4-gang rotary tool driving device
Coolant device (with level detector)
Lubrication oil supply unit (with level detector)
Machine relocation detector
Door lock function
Work piece separator
Pneumatic device for air sealing
Cut-off tool breakage detection
Lighting
Rotary guide bush drive
Rotary tool driving device for back machining 
   (option for A32VIIC)

Optional accessories
Rotary tool driving device for back machining 

(standard for A32VII)
Knock-out jig for through-hole work piece
Work piece conveyor
Chip conveyor
Work piece basket on back spindle
Coolant flow rate detector
Patrol light
3-color signal tower
Long work piece unit

Standard NC functions
NC unit dedicated to the A32
8.4 inch color LCD
Program storage capacity: 80m
Sub program running in PCMCIA card
Tool off-set pairs: 80
Product counter indication (up to 8 digits)
Spindle speed change detector (main & back)
Automatic power-off function
Main & Back spindle C-axis function
On-machine program check function
High speed program check function
Constant surface speed function 

(main & back)
Variable lead threading
Chamfering, Corner R
Direct input of drawing dimension
Spindle synchronized function
Milling interpolation function
Helical Interpolation function
Multiple repetitive cycle for turning
Canned cycle for drilling
Rigid tapping function
Differential speed rigid tapping function
Tool life management I
Tool life management II
User macro
Inch/metric conversion
Sub-inch command
B code I/F
Bar feeder interface

Optional NC functions
Part program work area: 160m

Item A32VII A32VIIC (NGB)

Maximum machining diameter (D) ∅32mm

Maximum machining length (L) 320mm/1 chucking 
(Z1 stroke: 325mm)

2.5 D/1 chucking 
(Z1 stroke 85mm)

Maximum front drilling diameter ∅12mm

Maximum front tapping diameter M12 (cutting tap)

Spindle through-hole diameter ∅36mm

Main spindle speed 8,000 rpm 6.000 rpm

Maximum drilling diameter of gang rotary tool ∅10mm

Maximum tapping diameter of gang rotary tool M8 (cutting tap)

Spindle speed of gang rotary tool 3-stations: max. 5,000 rpm (rating 4,000 rpm) 
1-station: max. 2,500 rpm (rating 1,500 rpm)

Maximum chuck diameter of back spindle ∅32mm

Maximum work piece length for front side ejection 150mm

Maximum drilling diameter in back spindle ∅10mm

Max. tapping diameter (for back spindle) M10 (cutting tap)

Back spindle speed Max. 8,000 rpm

Number of tools to be mounted 23

  Turning Tools on the gang tool post 6

  Cross rotary tools 4

  Tools for front drilling 4

  Tools for back drilling 9 (4+5)

Tool size

  Turning Tools (gang tool post) 5/8" 

  Sleeves ∅1" (25.4mm)

Chuck and Bushing

  Main spindle collet chuck TF37SP

  Back spindle collect chuck TF37SP

  Rotary tool collet chuck ER16

  Drill sleeve chuck ER16

Guide bushing TD32 —

Rapid feed rate

  X2, Y1, Z1, Z2 axes 45m/min

  X1 axis 32m/min

Motors

  Spindle drive 5.5/7.5kW

  Tool spindle drive 1.0kW

  Back spindle drive 2.2/3.7kW

  Coolant oil 0.4kW

  Lubrication oil 0.003kW

Center height 1,050mm

Input power capacity 15kVA

Air pressure and air flow rate for pneumatic 
devices

0.5MPa • 50Nl/min (max. 170Nl/min)
(at the time of air blow)

Weight 3,500kg

Machine Specifications

Catalog No. A32 122012

40 Boroline Road
Allendale, NJ 07401
201-818-0100

2316 Touhy Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
847-364-9060

17815 Newhope Street, Suite P
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714-434-6224

68 Moylan Lane
Agawam, MA 01001
413-786-6655

All specifications are subject to chage without prior notice. This product is subject to the export control laws of the United States and other countries. 
A license may be required prior to export, reexport or transfer of these products. Please contact us for further information.

www.marucit.com


